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HOME PROGRAM: Yes/No Questions – Simple #2 

Practicing tasks that address goals need to be conducted every day for positive outcomes. Patients performing 
home programs each day — allow for daily work toward goals. 
 
Instructions: Caregivers are too set a time aside each day, for about 10 minutes at least. If patients have 
difficulty with the first answer, caregivers should provide visual help with a head nod or head shake. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
“Let’s answer some question with ‘yes’ or ‘no.’”  
 
“Yes List      “No” List  

Are losing objects common?     Are all showers blue? 
Is swallowing a physical action?    Are snails fast? 
Do most people like movies?     Does everyone have a cell phone? 
Are lips a part of the body?     Is a sunset at the start of the day? 
Should people listen to a warning?    Is static a clear sound? 
Is Wyoming a state?      Are hearing aides always free? 
Are beards something men grow?    Is peace something everyone has? 
Does a person need sleep?     Is falling something people want to do? 
Can most people open their mouth?    Are all animals tame? 
Are directions something to follow?    Does everyone use a walking stick? 
Are museums a place to visit?    Do pandas wear a leash? 
Is football a sport?      Is a tan something everyone has? 
Do car accidents happen?     Are smiles mad expressions? 
Is teaching a profession?     Are flutes a type of furniture? 
Are markets a place to buy goods?    Are earrings only worn by women? 
Is a nice camera an expensive item?    Does an elevator go sideways? 
Is a law to be followed?     Is a mother the same as a father? 
Are rings a type of jewelry?     Is a gunfight safe? 
Is a shirt something to wear?     Are clouds something to walk through? 
Is a mouse a rodent?      Are hair treatments free? 
Will doors open?      Are planets places we can all visit? 
Do children have to be taught how to read?   Are freezers a type of holiday? 
Are dogs a type of pet?     Can people walk a thousand miles in a day?  
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